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IT administrators are increasingly facing the challenge to provide diverse endpoints, with users to
work remotely, in a stable, controlled and secure environment.
These devices, provided to allow smart working or work on the move, are more and more individual.
Very often IT managers need to provide assistance to company employees on their own devices, when
they work from home.
It is also possible that a company owns architectures made up of mixed solutions, accumulated over
time, which it wants to reuse. Therefore, the challenge for IT administrators is to try to standardise
the user experience and to be able to provide continuous support and identify tools and solutions that
allow it to be done efﬁciently, optimising time and reducing the overall costs. Virtual Desktop solutions help to create a continuous and uniform environment for end users, usable from different
locations and in different ways which are scalable in the preparation of new desktops. However, it is
not equally scalable for all those operations that concern the implementation and management of new
physical devices that must be connected to the network to use virtual resources.
Let's see how other solutions, in particular those created by Praim, can integrate with what is offered
by VDI solutions, creating the work environment designed for the IT administrator, to guarantee
efﬁciency and user satisfaction, so reducing costs.

PRAIM SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS ANSWER
IT ADMINISTRATORS HOMEWORKING
ENDPOINT SECURITY NEEDS
Whilst much can be achieved by using the native management tools within VMware Horizon, Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops or Windows RDS clients, the limiting factors when dealing with mass home
working infrastructures start to accumulate.
A requirement of IT is to deploy new PCs, laptops and Thin Clients and then setup, conﬁgure, deploy
and manage applications as efﬁciently as possible. When these tasks were performed on premises
there was an element of control over this, but as we have now moved to a mass home working environment the success of these management processes are now dependent on the speed and quality of
the user’s network connection. The clients for VMware, Citrix and Windows RDS whilst more than
capable can take hours to prepare a workstation due to processing large amounts of application code,
Windows Updates and in some cases user data.
These providers would have IT Administrators believe that these are one-time events but this is not
the case, every time these clients deploy an app or updates Windows, the end user will be unproductive which will now be compounded by having to rely on the end users’ home network being steady and
secure.
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WHAT IS/ARE THE PROBLEM(S) CUSTOMERS
COULD/ARE FACING WITH HOME USERS?
Theft of organisations data by opening your network to security back doors as home environments are subject to signiﬁcantly less controls and protections in terms of network security.
Infrastructure. Administrators will face technical issues in many instances to both allow
connections from external networks while at the same time preserving the security of their
organisation’s infrastructure (conﬁguration of ﬁrewalls, VPN, capacity for external connections…
etc.) while not blocking the functioning of the VDI.
The requirement of hundreds or in some cases thousands of end users needing support has
undoubtedly put a major strain on Administrators unused to these unprecedented demands and
is leading to slow deployment of critical infrastructure for organisations to be ready for business.
Once an organisations software is installed on staff’s personal notebooks, laptops or PC’s they
are open to the ownership of all issues or damage that occurs even if it is a coincidence.
In many cases, some organisations would have quickly setup staff with a multitude of different
endpoint solutions from Linux based Thin Clients, Windows PCs and notebooks. In many cases
these devices will all need to be managed using different products.
Home workers PC Windows updates present certain challenges, how to do it and has it
succeeded?

HOW DOES THE PRAIM SOLUTION
ADDRESS AND FIX THIS?
Our zero conﬁg solution means that, not only when using Agile4PC and ThinOX4PC booted from
the USB stick nothing on the PC is touched, but also the end users only requirement is to conﬁgure their Wi-Fi and they will receive a pre-conﬁgured proﬁle with their applications ready for them
to commence work.
The Praim ThinMan console comes with an included secure, reliable, Remote Assistance tool.
With a simple right click, the Admin can take control of the endpoint to check settings or show the
home user how to ﬁx a problem quickly.
No VPN or special ﬁrewall conﬁgurations are required to ensure security. Agile4PC and
ThinOX4PC communicate using a secure protocol (WSS) that can be strengthened further by
using corporate certiﬁcates.
Praim solutions give the Administrator full transparency over the endpoint whilst in session and
the power to lock (read only) the conﬁgurations, securing company data.
Praim offers bespoke solutions to individual customers requirements within the Linux environment, adding additional drivers required.
With ThinOX4PC hot ﬁx management becomes redundant as the ﬁrmware is Linux based and
with Agile4PC updates can be scheduled by the administrator using scripts.
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WHAT IS NEEDED TO GET A SOLUTION BUILT?
Basic Citrix, VMware or Microsoft RDP VDI installation or a cloud/Web Based delivered desktop.
ThinMan installed and running on a reachable IP, e.g. in the cloud or local server.
ThinMan advanced Edition licence for the required number of endpoints to be managed.
The requisite amount of USB sticks for a bootable Linux based session using ThinOX4PC
Minimum knowledge and technical skill for a 25-minute demo run through of the ThinMan
management console.
Full technical support is available throughout the contract so nothing else is required.

WHICH SOLUTIONS ARE RIGHT FOR THE END USER?
AGILE4PC connects to the ThinMan management console so you securely lockdown, monitor,
conﬁgure and distribute applications on all your X86 Windows end points.
Agile4PC To Provide A Homeworking Solution For:
Company laptop/PC for accessing Ofﬁce 365 core applications – Outlook, Teams, SharePoint etc.
Access of published applications through RDS, Citrix, VMware etc.
Task based device to access line of business application/call centre environment, that must be
used with Windows.
Enhanced security including port lock down, SSL Certiﬁcate distribution & Agile desktop mode.
THINOX4PC simpliﬁes the conﬁguration, management and deployment of and end users’ desktop
session by now running live from a USB stick which will include the template and licences to be a true
plug and play zero conﬁg solution. This means the underlying OS of the hardware is not touched but
will afford the administrator to spend a fraction of their time in setup, deployment and management of
thousands of endpoints whether that be an MSP or a company’s admin.
ThinOX4PC from USB Homeworking Solution For:
Existing VDI/shared desktop solution accessible externally
Use of employee’s PC without touching local OS
No access to existing PC local ﬁle system
Port lockdown
Linux based; AV secure
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SUMMING UP
IT administrators need to manage a large number and variety of endpoints, to ensure full operation of
their company in efﬁciency budget and in time.
Virtual Desktop solutions offer centralised administration tools that allow you to easily replicate and
scale resources, ensuring standardisation for users and ease of access to shared virtual resources.
These are optimised for standard and controlled environments, which have limited physical device
installation, conﬁguration, management and update capabilities, while retaining the same levels of
performance and security even on mixed and mobile infrastructures.
Praim solutions can integrate and complete the beneﬁts offered by VDI solutions, providing IT administrators with uniﬁed and customised tools to manage and offer remote assistance to all the endpoints
in use by end users. All of this, moreover, with an eye to the immediacy and speed of the operations to
be carried out.
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